SAYS LYING ORGY DUE TO PARKER DEFEAT

DEPREST SELCCTS ANOTHER FOR WEST POINT

SOUTH CAROLINIAN BRAYS ABOUT NEGRO'S POLITICAL POWER

Lynching Retaliation
For Parker's Defeat

Have Hated Chief Factor in S. C. and Georgia Campaign.

Would Ask God to Protect Him of Civil Rights

New York July 24—"I have been in the United States, vice President, and if I have not [sic] have never" shouted Cole Blease in a vehemnt speech in rapid for the dissolution of the Columbia, S. C. State Convention. Blease and his allies, who are to the South what the Jews were to Germany, are the agents of the Negro race. Blease and his associates are to fail the boor to the Negro the same as the Jewish were to Germany. The Negroes, the Jews, are not the prophets of the future, but are the agents of the present. They are the agents of the past, not of the future. They are the agents of the present, not of the future. They are the agents of the present, not of the past.

LEGION SECURES EBOY PLAYERS

Famous Orchestra to Give a Concert and Play for Dance at Legion Hall Friday Evening.

Lake View, July 24—William J. Johnson and his Syncopators will arrive in Legion Hall this week. They will be at home in the usual way. They are on the program.
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Remittances is a term that had only a loose and somewhat figurative meaning.

However, the Negro

Distrust, suspicion and greed that characterize the Negro type as we see it today,

in the enlightened sec-

tion of American society. For in the opinion of the average white person, the Negro will be something to be feared and not to be trusted.

The line of reasoning would hold that the Negro, and the Negro type as we see it today, will be a problem to be solved rather than a force to be understood and worked with.
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DIGESTING THE NEWS

By Gilbert C. Mitchell
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